June 1, 2014
Minutes for Committee Meeting
Attendees: Luca Di Mario, Lucia Sanchez, Swati Dhir, Muhammad Farid Ahmed, Wesley Hazen, Marcos
Gallego, Alex Lau-Zhu, Michal Wlodarski, Will Drazin, Jessica Santi, Tom Jellicoe
Apologies: Anna Cross, Marlen de la Chaux, Clare Henry, Clémence Fourton, Joshua Maher.
Agenda
1) Easter term budget
2) Tennis equipment
3) Garden party food
4) Prizes for annual dinner
5) MCR dinner tickets for non members
6) Stash for MCR committee
7) Sky package
1. £880 short in the Easter budget due to some unplanned expenditure (modest scenario).
Personal development subsidy yet to be claimed by anyone.
**
2. Tennis equipment can be purchased (to be arranged by Sports officer). Funds will be reallocated from the personal development subsidy for this team expenditure. Equipment stored
for all to use in MCR cupboard which can be signed out from the porters.
**
3. (I) Both food and drink to be catered from College for the July garden party. This is after giving
consideration to the set-up and clearing up we would have to do if we purchased food
ourselves.
(II) Tickets will be sold in advance, approximately £4 advance and £5 at the door, with one drink
included. Drinks will also be sold at a subsided price.
(III) Theme: Summer of ‘69.
**
4. As part of the Annual dinner, there will be prizes won for certain personalities in the year. A
voting document will be sent out about 10 days in advance for people to vote in each category.
The committee will decide the categories.
Action: Luca to set this up and send to the whole MCR after the committee has emailed him
their suggestions on categories.
**
5. Tickets for the annual dinner will be restricted to members of the college and their (one) guest.
Action: Jess to speak with non-members who reside in college and have access to the booking
system.
**
6. Stash for MCR committee to be ordered through Wesley.
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7. Sky Package (allegedly) in the Master’s name. Action: Will to look into this asap.
AOB
1) Temporary common room officers: Lucia Sanchez and Will Drazin.
2) Magazine stand bought for MCR – Will Drazin.
3) Committee to write up individual sections of the website – Will to delegate.
End

